Diving into

FINNISH
WATERS
The Finnish Tourism Board and travel audience partnered for a pilot
campaign in the German market in early 2018. This client success story
shows how superior targeting, machine learning and a great strategic
vision generated nearly 1,200 incremental visitors.
What‘s there not to love about Finland? Clean water,
beautiful green forests, tranquil lakes, vast archipelagoes
and the freedom to roam the land. Some of the world’s
brightest northern lights can be spotted in the region
of Lapland for more than 200 nights a year. One can
be prepared to take in the smells, sounds and tastes
of one of Europe’s last wilderness regions.
The Finnish Tourism Board and travel audience partnered
in early 2018 to promote Finland and its abundance
of attractions to increase the number of visitors.

The project
The primary goal of this campaign was to promote
Finnish culture and its natural sights and sounds to
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attract more people to the country. After analyzing
the booking behavior of millions of travelers through
the help of machine learning, travel audience identified
three major target groups for this campaign. These
target groups were couples, family travelers and
luxury travelers. Another essential targeting criterion
was the destination users were searching for during
their inspiration phase, such as Denmark, Norway,
or Estonia. For instance, the platform discovered that
users searching for Västerås (Sweden) or Svendborg
(Denmark) were more receptive to the Finnish
campaign ads, compared to users searching for Tromsø
(Norway). Simply put, once the platform finds patterns,
it constantly improves the campaign accordingly.
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Average CTR for Finnish advertisements, when the user was looking for an alternative destination.

The strategy
Next to finding the right people to approach, it was
important to find the right environment to show the
beautiful Finnish banners, which sent the users to an
inspirational landing page. There are two ways in which
travel audience supports tourism boards with their
needs for the right traffic: the Destination Advertising
Ecosystem and premium programmatic inventory.
The Destination Advertising Ecosystem connects
tourism boards with the world’s biggest online
travel agencies. Both parties benefit from co-branded
campaigns and increased exposure to new audiences
and customized segments.
Next to the Destination Advertising Ecosystem travel
audience also entertains more than 1,000 private
market place deals in their premium programmatic
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inventory. This allowed to pick from a huge array of premium travel publishers and constantly improve the
campaign to reach the right audience with the right message at the right time. This resulted in increased
conversions and incremental visitors for Finland.

The results
Through this pilot project, travel audience was able to generate almost 1,200 incremental visitors to Finland.
The campaign converted many users who may have otherwise visited competing destinations, but booked
their vacation to Finland and stayed for an average duration of 8 days.

Jyrki Oksanen
Marketing Representative at Business Finland

“The pilot campaign with travel audience was a great success
for us. We attracted nearly 1,200 new visitors to our beautiful
country. The campaign generated valuable insights into
travelers from Germany and also helped us gain strategic
information about competing destinations.”

Marzena Pallazzo
Senior Sales Manager

“The Finnish Tourism Board has a strong strategic vision. We could
see this straight away in their creatives and website, which were a
true source of inspiration on how to promote a destination and inspire
potential visitors. We found the right target groups, and continuously
applied newly found insights to optimize the campaign in our Destination
Advertising Ecosystem and our premium programmatic inventory.”
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